PRASAR BHARATI
(INDIA'S PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER)
DIRECTORATE GENERAL: DOORDARSHAN
MANDI HOUSE, COPERNICUS MARG,
NEW DELHI

CIRCULAR

F.No. 28/17/2019-SII(A)  Dated: 30.01.2020

Subject: Re-fixation of Pay/ Recovery of excess amount from Gratuity of the officials (LDC, UDC, HC/Asstt./AO/ Sr.AO and Stenographers etc) of AIR/Doordarshan due to wrong fixation at the time of grant of 6th Pay Commission by the various AIR/Doordarshan Stations, causing huge loss to Govt. exchequer.

Please find enclosed herewith DG: DD even no letter dated 02.01.2020 and the letter dated 15.05.2019 circulated by DG: AIR on the subject cited above wherein information in the prescribed Performa (Copy enclosed) furnished by DG: AIR.

2. It is pertinent to mention that the said case is related with loss to the Govt. Treasury due to wrong fixation. It is once again requested to provide the necessary information directly to DG: AIR (email id: s2@air.org.in) under intimation to this Directorate (email id: sos2asection@gmail.com) latest by 10th feb, 2020.

3. This may be treated as MOST URGENT

Encl. as above

(Mukesh Kumar Garhwal)
Dy. Director General(Admn)
Phone no:011-23114519

Copy To:
1. All ADGs of concerned zones of Doordarshan.
2. All Stations of Doordarshan.
3. PS to ADG(A), DG:DD.
4. IT Cell – to upload the same on DG:DD Portal and e-office portal.
5. ADG(A), DG:AIR, Akashwani Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi – for information.
PRASAR BHARATI
(INDIA'S PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER)
DIRECTORATE GENERAL: DOORDARSHAN
MANDI HOUSE, COPERNICUS MARG,
NEW DELHI

CIRCULAR

F.No. 28/17/2019-SII(A)/61

Dated: 02.01.2020

Subject: Re-fixation of Pay/ Recovery of excess amount from Gratuity of the officials (LDC, UDC, HC/Asstt./AO/ Sr.AO and Stenographers etc) of AIR/Doordarshan due to wrong fixation at the time of grant of 6th Pay Commission by the various AIR/Doordarshan Stations, causing huge loss to Govt. exchequer.

Please find enclosed herewith the letter circulated by DG:AIR on the subject cited above wherein information in the prescribed Performa were furnished by DG:AIR.

2. As it pertains to loss to the Govt. Treasury, it is requested to provide the necessary information directly to DG:AIR under intimation to this Directorate as earliest as possible.

This may be treated as MOST URGENT

Encl. as above

(Ram Kumar Tanwar)
Section Officer
Tele: 011-23114333

Copy To:
1. All ADGs of concerned zones of Doordarshan.
2. All Stations of Doordarshan.
3. PS to ADG(A), DG:DD.
4. IT Cell – to upload the same on DG:DD Portal and e-office portal.
5. ADG(A), DG:AIR, Akashwani Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi – for information.
PRASAR BHARATI
(INDIA’S PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER)
DIRECTORATE GENERAL : ALL INDIA RADIO
Akashvani Bhawan, Parliament Street
New Delhi-110001.

No. C-18013/01/2019-S-II /728

Dated 15.05.2019

Subject: Re-fixation of Pay/Recovery of excess amount from Gratuity of the officials of AIR due to wrong fixation at the time of grant of 6th Pay Commission by the various AIR Stations - reg

I am directed to invite attention of all Zonal Heads of AIR, towards the following references for strict adherence:


2. In this regard, it is submitted that the recovery was to be effected due to wrong fixation of pay w.e.f. 01.01.2006 in the cadre of UDC & HC/Asstt. In this connection, Prasar Bharati’s aforementioned communications dated 31.12.15, directed all the AIR/DD offices for re-fixation of pay as per the clarification provided by Prasar Bharati vide their communication dated 31.12.15 and the excess amount paid, if any, was to be recovered immediately and compliance reported to this Directorate. However, only in a few cases, action was taken.

3. M/o I&B and this Directorate have taken a very serious view, because huge financial loss to Govt. Exchequer has occurred and for such a huge loss MIB has directed to fix responsibility on officers/officials who are responsible for such lapse.

4. Accordingly, all ADGs of the zones concerned are requested to direct the HOOs of Zone concerned to complete and provide the information mandatory in the Annexure "A" enclosed herewith. The information should be sent through e-mail s2@air.org.in or FAX No.011-23421776 positively by 29.05.19.
5. This issue with the approval of DG,AIR.

Encl: as above.

Copy for necessary action to:

1. All ADGs of concerned zones for necessary action.
2. Station Directors- All AIR Zones.
3. All DDG(E)/Director(E)/DDE, Doordarshan.
4. All AIR/DD offices located in Delhi including NSD, ESD, AIR & DD(News).

Copy for information to:-

1. Sh. Ranvir Singh, US(BA), M/o I&B, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi w.r.t. his communication under reference.
3. DG, Doordarshan(S-II Section), New Delhi.
4. PS to DG/ADG(A)/DDG(A), DG:AIR.
5. AIRNET.
Proforma for reporting the cases of wrong pay fixation and Recovery

| S.No. | Name of the officer/official responsible for not re-fixing pay of the officials in terms Prasar Bharati's communication dated 31.12.15 circulated vide Directorate's communication dated 05.01.16 | Name & Dsgn of officer/official whose pay was wrongly fixed and provide details of such officials w.e.f. 01.01.06 | Whether undertaking for recovery of excess amount was obtained from official(s) | Whether recovery was done? If yes, total amount recovered till date. If not why? | Whether court case filed by the applicant against the recovery order? If yes, Relief sought & status of the case. | Approximate amount to be recovered | Remarks |
|-------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| 1     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 2     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 3     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 4     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 5     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 6     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 7     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |
| 8     |                                                                 |                                                                                                                                 |

(Signature of the H.O.O.)